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Visual transformations underlying
apparent movement

JOYCE E. FARRELL
New York University, New York, New York

Apparent movement of a rigid object is seen when two different views of the same object are
separated by relatively long distances and times. In a series of experiments, the minimum
stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) required for the apparent form-preserving movement of an
object was recorded. In Experiment I, an object was alternately displayed in two positions ob-
tained by displacing and rotating the object about the center of the display screen. In Ex-
periment 2, objects varying in size were presented in alternate positions, again differing by both
location and orientation. In Experiment 3, stimulus location and orientation were varied orthog-
onally. In all three experiments, the minimum SOA was predicted by a linear combination of the
distance separating the two locations of the object and the angle separating the two orienta-
tions of the object. The results support the hypothesis that the long-range apparent movement
of a rigid object may be constructed by internal processes corresponding to rotation and trans-
lation of the object.

When successive views of an object are presented
in appropriate spatial and temporal positions, ob-
servers report an experience of movement that is sim-
ilar to that generated when the object moves
smoothly from the first position to the second. The
movement is called "apparent" to emphasize that
there is no physical movement, but merely an im-
pression of continuous movement. When successive
stimuli are separated by relatively small distances and
times, such as in successive frames of a film, the per-
ception of movement may be indistinguishable from
real continuous movement. Observers also report the
sensation of movement, however, when successive
stimuli are separated by large distances and times,
and the percept is quite distinguishable from real
movement.

It has been suggested that apparent movement over
short distances is directly sensed by motion-detecting
mechanisms, whereas apparent movement over long
distances is indirectly inferred from higher level in-
terpretive processes (Braddick, 1974). Support for
this notion comes from the finding that apparent
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movement over short distances is determined by the
retinal separation of successive stimuli, whereas ap-
parent movement over long distances is determined
by the apparent separation of stimuli in three-
dimensional space (Attneave & Block, 1973; Baker
& Braddick, 1982; Larsen, Farrell, & Bundesen,
Note 1; cf. Lappin, Doner, & Kottas, 1980).

A theory of apparent movement over long dis-
tances will have to account for several important
findings: First, the minimum temporal interval sep-
arating the onset of successive stimuli-the stimulus-
onset asynchrony (cf. Kahneman, 1967; Kahneman &
Wolman, 1970; Sgro, 1963) required for the apparent
translation of a rigid object-is a linearly increasing
function of the apparent separation of successive
views of the object in three-dimensional space
(Attneave & Block, 1973; Corbin, 1942; Larsen,
Farrell, & Bundesen, Note 1). Second, the minimum
stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) required for the
apparent rotation of a rigid object is linearly increas-
ing function of the angle separating successive views
of the object, and the linear function is nearly iden-
tical for perceived rotations in depth and in the
picture plane (Shepard & Judd, 1976).

Long-range apparent movement is presumably
generated by a central process dependent on prior
computation of the positions of the stimuli in three-
dimensional space. Here I adopt the working hypoth-
esis that, when presented with two successive views of
an object that are widely separated in space and time,
the perceptual system attempts to interpolate a path
connecting the successive stimuli by identifying cor-
responding parts in the two successive views (Ullman,
1979) and then connecting the corresponding parts by
an internal transformation that passes through a se-



quence of representations similar to those that would
be expected if the object were actually presented in
intermediate positions (Robins & Shepard, 1977).
The theoretical interpretation of the slope and inter-
cept of the linear relation between perceived separa-
tion and the minimum SOA required for the percep-
tion of movement (Attneave & Block, 1973; Corbin,
1942; Shepard & Judd, 1976; Larsen, Farrell, &
Bundesen, Note 1) is that the intercept measures the
time taken to identify two successive stimuli as repre-
senting the same object at different times and that the
slope measures the maximum speed of visually in-
terpolating a path connecting the successive stimuli.

In these experiments, I examine the nature of the
long-range interpolative process. The experiments of
Farrell, Larsen, and Bundesen (1983) suggest that the
interpolation of apparent translational movement is
constrained by a maximum linear velocity of the ob-
ject in apparent 3-D space and the interpolation of
apparent rotational movement is constrained by a
maximum angular velocity of the object. Because the
minimum SOA for apparent rotation varies linearly
with the angle of rotation, such that the slope of the
function is constant regardless of the size of the ob-
ject, Farrell et al. concluded that the interpolation of
apparent rotation is constrained by an upper bound
on angular velocity of the object as a whole, rather
than by a limit on the linear velocities of the in-
dividual parts.

Bundesen, Larsen, and Farrell (Note 2) also pro-
vided evidence that apparent translational and ap-
parent rotational movement are mediated by separate
object-based interpolative mechanisms. In their
experiment, disparities of size produced translatory
movement in depth, and disparities in both orienta-
tion and size produced impressions of screwlike or
helical movement in depth. The SOA thresholds for
apparent form-preserving movement could be pre-
dicted on the assumption that interpolation times for
apparent translation in depth and apparent rotation
combined additively.

Here I directly test the hypothesis that the inter-
polative process may be decomposed into two sub-
mechanisms. The first submechanism is responsible
for computation of the rectilinear displacement of
the object, while a second, independent mechanism
computes the angular rotation of the object. This hy-
pothesis may be contrasted with the alternative hy-
pothesis that two visual shapes can be brought into
correspondence by a rotation in the image plane per-
formed by a single mechanism. Rectilinear motion is
the special case, then, of the action of this rotational
mechanism when the point of rotation is at infinity.

To contrast these hypotheses, I alternately pre-
sented two visual shapes differing in location and ori-
entation and measured the minimum SOA that re-
sulted in the perception of a rigid object moving
continuously within the plane. If the perceptual sys-

tem constructs but a single rotation, the minimum
SOA should be a linearly increasing function of the
angular difference in orientation alone. If the per-
ceptual system constructs a translation and a rota-
tion, the minimum SOA should be determined by
angular difference in orientation as well as the linear
separation.

Metbod
Subjects. Eight students at Stanford University participated in

this experiment. All participants had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision. The participants had no previous exposure to ex-
periments in visual perception and were not aware of the purpose
ofthe study. .

Stlmull. The stimulus, shown in Figure la, was alternately dis-
played in different positions on a computer-driven cathode ray tube
(a Megatek calligraphic display system equipped with a P4 phos-
phor) that was refreshed every II msec. The intensity of the stim-
ulus was set such that a I-deg vector was equivalent to .2 fL. The
subject viewed the display binocularly from a distance of I m. At
this viewing distance, the stimulus subtended a visual angle of ap-
proximately 1.72 deg. Stimuli were viewed binocularly with free
fIxation.

During a trial, the stimulus was alternately displayed in different
screen locations obtained by displacement of the stimulus from the
center of the screen and by rotations about the screen center, as
shown in Figure la. The stimulus was presented in 12 combina-
tions of orientations. If u is one of the angular orientations in
which the stimulus was shown and u + V is the other orientation,
then the 12 combinations are given by: u deg, u+ V (mod 360) deg
(for V =30, 60, 90, and 120 deg and u =0, 30, ... , 330 deg). For
each pair of stimulus orientations, displacement from the screen
center was 0, l.S, 3.0, or 4.S cm. There were a total of 192 stim-
ulus pairs, which were presented in a random order.

Procedure. On each trial, the two stimuli in a pair were dis-
played in sequential alternation with a blank interstimulus interval
of SO msec, as illustrated in Figure lb. The interstimulus interval
insured that the phosphor image trace of the display had decayed
before the presentation of the alternate image. The stimulus dura-
tion was initialized at 1,000 msec, thus setting the stimulus-onset
asynchrony (SOA) at I,OSOmsec. At this rate of alternation, the
subjects reported seeing a single object moving back and forth
along a path within the picture plane while preserving its shape.
The subjects tapped a right-hand key, which decreased the stim-
ulus duration (or, equivalently, the SOA) by lilith, until ap-
parent form-preserving movement was replaced by partial move-
ment and/or flicker. [The subjects typically reported that at the
transition point (between apparent form-preserving movement and
partial movement) the straight line of the pattern appeared to
move while the curved sector elements simply flickered.] The re-
sulting limiting value of SOA, referred to as SOAI, was recorded
when the subjects pushed a center key. The subjects then tapped a
left-hand key, which increased the SOA by lIlOth, until apparent
form-preserving movement reappeared. Finally, they pressed a
center key to record this limiting value of SOA, referred to as
SOA2, and to terminate the trial.

The entire experiment took four I-h sessions. In each session,
the subjects completed 48 trials.

Results and Discussion
SOA2 is proportional to SOAI (r = .999). The

mean of these two threshold measures, averaged
across eight subjects, will be referred to as the "min-
imumSOA."

Two hypotheses will be considered. The first hy-
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Figure 1. (a) Sdmulul pattem Ihown In two orientadoDl differing by V deg and displaced from
from the screen center by R cm. D Is the Dnear distance leparadng nearest corresponding parts of the
object. (b) At the beginning of each trial, the Idmulul pattem wu presented for 1,000 msec In aI·
temate pOlldonl separated by a blank Intendmulul Intenal (lSI) of 50 msec. The Idmulul-onset
uynchrony wu adJulted by varylngldmulul duradon.

pothesis, hereafter referred to as the single rotation
hypothesis, is that the interpolation of apparent
movement between alternate views of an object dif-
fering in location and orientation is mediated by a
single internal transformation constrained by an
upper bound on angular velocity. This hypothesis
predicts the minimum SOA to increase linearly with
the angular difference in orientation, that is,

where the angle of rotation, V, is computed about a
point that may be at some distance from the object.
The intercept, a, measures the time taken to establish
a correspondence between the two stimulus presenta-
tions or, in other words, to identify the two presenta-
tions as representing the same object at different
times. The slope constant, b, is determined by the
velocity constraint on the interpolation of a path of
rotation.

The second hypothesis, hereafter referred to as the
rotation plus translation hypothesis, states that the
perceptual system interpolates a path of movement
by two separate internal processes corresponding to
rotation of the object through the minimum angle
and translation of the object through the minimum
linear distance separating the two positions. More-
over, the perceptual system combines rotations and
translations such that transformation times combine
additively (Bundesen, Larsen, & Farrell, Note 2). An
additive structure of transformation times would be
consistent with the idea that the interpolation pro-
cesses corresponding to rotations and translations of
the object are separate. Briefly,

where V represents the minimum angle separating
object orientations, and D is the minimum linear
distance separating corresponding object parts.



Again, the intercept constant, a, is the time required
to identify successive stimuli as representing the same
object and the slope constants, band c, are deter-
mined by velocity limits on interpolation processes
corresponding to transformations of rotation and
translation, respectively.

An implicit assumption is that the internal rotation
transformation interpolates motion across the min-
imum angle separating object orientation, V, and
the internal translation transformation interpolates
motion across the minimum linear distance separat-
ing object location, D. This assumption reflects the
observation that, in instances of pure rotation, ob-
servers report that the object rotates through the
minimum angle, V, and not the larger comple-
mentary angle, 360-V (Farrell & Shepard, 1981;
Shepard & Judd, 1976;Wertheimer, 1912). Similarly,
in cases of pure translation, observers report that
the object traverses the shortest of possible paths
(Wertheimer, 1912). The assumption of minimum
distance is not critical, however, since any linear
transformation of V or D will not affect the re-
gression analysis.

Figure 2a shows the "minimum SOA," plotted as
a function of the angular difference between orienta-
tions of alternate stimuli (V) with displacement of the
shape from the screen center (R) as the parameter.
Recall that the single rotation hypothesis, expressed
in Equation 1, predicts the minimum SOA to in-
crease linearly with the angle V. I tested the single-
rotation hypothesis by fitting linear functions relat-
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ing minimum SOA and angular difference to the data
for each displacement of the object from the screen
center, with the constraint that the slopes of the lines
be the same. The linear functions, shown in
Figure 2a, were fitted to the data by an iterative
method (see Chandler, Note 3). These theoretical
functions account for approximately 88070 of the
variance in mean minimum SOAs. The root mean
square error between predicted and obtained results
is 24 msec. Furthermore, a two-way analysis of vari-
ance with repeated measures indicates a significant
interaction between angular difference and displace-
ment from the screen center [F(9,63) = 6.38, P <
.001]. Equation 1 cannot account for this interac-
tion.

Figure 2b shows the minimum SOA plotted as a
function of the minimum distance between the stim-
ulus and the screen center, R, with the angular dif-
ference in stimulus orientation, V, as the parameter.
The minimum linear distance separating nearest cor-
responding parts, D, is given by 2Rsin(V12) (see
Figure 1). Recall that the rotation plus translation
hypothesis postulates two separate interpolation pro-
cesses corresponding to rotation through the
minimum angle and translation through the mini-
mum distance. This hypothesis predicts the minimum
SOA by a linear combination of the angular dif-
ference in stimulus orientation, V, and the linear
separation of stimulus position, 2Rsin(V 12) (see
Equation 2). If the hypothesis is correct, the inter-
cepts of functions relating the minimum SOA to R in

ANGULAR DIFFERENCE, deg• • •••120 90 60 30

Figure 1. (a) Group means of mJnlmum SOA as a function of the angular difference In orientation
between the stimuli with stimulus displacement from the screen center as the parameter. Straight lines
superimposed on the data vary In Intercept but not slope. (b) Group means of minimum SOA as a
function of stimulus displacement from the screen center with angular difference In orientation
between the stimuli (V) as the parameter. Straight lines vary In Intercept, and slopes are proportional
to sln(V /1).



Figure 2b should vary with V and the slopes should
vary with sin(V/2). In order to contrast the rotation
plus translation hypothesis with the single rotation
hypothesis, I again fit four lines, one for each angle
of rotation, but with the constraint that the slopes of
the lines be proportional to sin(V/2). The best-fitting
functions, obtained by iterative curve-fitting, are
shown superimposed on the data in Figure 2b. These
theoretical functions account for approximately 990/0
of the variance in mean minimum SOAs, and the
root mean square error between predicted and ob-
tained results is only 10 msec.

The results-namely, that the minimum SOA for
apparent rigid movement was proportional to the dis-
tance separating nearest corresponding points and
the minimum angle separating alternate orientations
of the object-support the hypothesis that the path
of apparent rigid movement was constructed by sep-
arate internal processes (corresponding to rotation
and translation transformations of the object) which
are constrained by angular and linear velocity, re-
spectively. However, an alternative interpretation of
the results is that the path was constructed by a single
process constrained by an upper bound on linear
velocity of object parts (cf. Farrell, Larsen, &
Bundesen, 1982). I examine this hypothesis in the
next experiment by holding the maximum separation
of object parts constant while varying the distance
separating nearest corresponding parts. If path inter-
polation is mediated by a single process constrained
by an upper bound on linear velocity of the moving
parts of the object, then the minimum SOA for ap-
parent movement should be proportional to the
maximum length of the trajectory of any moving
part. But if path interpolation is mediated by two
separate processes constrained by angular and linear
velocity, respectively, then the minimum SOA for
apparent movement should be proportional to the
angle of rotation and the path of translation.

Method
Subjects. The same eight subjects who participated in Experi-

ment 1were also the subjects in this second experiment.
Stimuli. Four versions of the original prototype stimulus were

constructed by varying the length of the line segment, L, where
L= 1.5,3.0,4.5, or 6.0 cm (see Figure 3). From the viewing dis-
tance of 1 m these stimulus patterns subtended a visual angle of
.86, 1.72,2.58, or 3.43 deg, respectively.

As in the previous experiment, each stimulus pattern was al-
ternately displayed in different screen locations obtained by ro-
tations and displacements with respect to the center of the screen.
Again, each stimulus pattern was presented in 12 combinations of
orientations, given by: u deg, u +V (mod 360) deg (for V= 30, 60,
90, or 120 deg and u=O, 30, ... ,330 deg). As shown in Figure 3,
displacement from the screen center corresponds to M, where M =
6.0 cm - L, and the radius of rotation, R, was the same for all
stimuli (R = 6.0 cm).

The total set of 192 stimulus pairs was presented in a random

Figure 3. One of four sdmulus patterns shown in two orienta·
dons differing by V deg and displaced from the screen center by
M cm. Dm1n Is the linear distance separadng nearest corresponding
parts of the object. Dmax Is the length of the trajectory of a point
on the object moving farthest (and therefore fastest) from center
of rotation. Maximum displacement from the screen center, R,
was constant.

order, divided into blocks of 48, and viewed on 4 consecutive days.
All other aspects of the stimulus conditions remained identical

to Experiment 1.
Procedure. As in previous experiments, the two stimuli in a pair

were presented in sequential alternation with a constant interstim-
ulus interval of 50 msec. The stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA)
was initialized at 1,050 msec. Observers decreased the SOA until
the illusion of form-preserving movement disappeared. They then
increased the SOA until they could once again perceive continuous
form-preserving movement.

Results and Discussion
As in the previous experiment, SOA2 is propor-

tional to SOAI (r = .999). The mean of these two
threshold measures, averaged across eight subjects, is
referred to as the minimum SOA for apparent move-
ment.

Again, I will contrast two hypotheses. The first hy-
pothesis is that the interpolation of a path between
two views of an object which differ in location and
orientation is constructed by a single process con-
strained by the maximum linear velocity. This hy-
pothesis, hereafter referred to as the single transla-
tion, hypothesis, predicts

where a is the time to determine a correspondence be-
tween two views of an object and b is the velocity
constraint on the interpolation of a path connecting
the two views. Dmax is the length of the trajectory of
a point on the object moving farthest (and therefore
fastest) from center of rotation. Dmax is estimated
by the product of the radius of rotation, R, and
the minimum angle of rotation, V (see Figure 3).
Equation 3 implies, then, that the minimum SOA for



apparent movement of a rigid object is determined by
the linear velocity of the fastest moving object part.
Since the radius of rotation was held constant, the
minimum SOA should be proportional to the angle
separating alternate orientations of the object.

The second hypothesis is that the perceptual
system interpolates a path between two views of an
object differing in location and orientation by sep-
arate processes constrained by linear and angular
velocity of the object as a whole. This hypothesis,
referred to as the rotation plus translation hypothe-
sis, predicts the minimum SOA to be proportional to
the distance separating nearest corresponding parts
of the object and the minimum angle separating al-
ternate orientations of the object (see Equation 2).

Figure 4a shows the minimum SOA plotted as a
function of the angular difference between alternate
orientations of the object. I tested the single transla-
tion hypothesis by fitting linear functions relating
minimum SOA and angular difference to the data for
each stimulus pattern with the constraint that the
slopes of the lines be the same, as predicted by
Equation 3. The theoretical functions, shown in Fig-
ure 4a, account for approximately 88070 of the vari-
ance in mean minimum SOA. The data depart from
the predictions by a root mean square error of
25 msec. The interaction between angular difference
and displacement of the stimulus from the screen
center is significant at the .01 level [F(9,63) = 11.39].
The single translation hypothesis, expressed in Eq~a-
tion 3, fails to account for this interaction.

Figure 4b shows the minimum SOA plotted as a
function of the extent of displacement of the stimulus
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from the screen center, M. The minimum distance
separating corresponding object parts is given by
2M[sin(V12)], where V= the minimum angle separat-
ing object orientations. The rotation plus translation
hypothesis-that path interpolation was mediated by
separate internal processes constrained by linear and
angular velocity of the object as a whole-was tested
by fitting four lines to the data, one for each angle of
rotation, with the constraint that the slopes of the
lines be proportional to sin(V/2). These theoretical
functions account for 97% of the variance. The ob-
tained results depart from the prediction with a root
mean square error of 9.8 msec.

The results of Experiments 2 and 3 are explained
on the assumption that the interpolation or transfor-
mation times for internal translations and rotations
combine additively. That is,

where s estimates a delay period preceding the trans-
formational processes and band c are determined
by the rate-limiting constraints on the internal trans-
formations of rotation and translation, respec-
tively. Estimates of the hypothetical parameters (see
Equation 2 above) were obtained by an iterative
search for values of s, b, and c that minimized the
root mean square error between the predicted and the
obtained results. A confidence interval around each
estimate was determined by the constant that, when
added to or subtracted from the parameter estimate,
would increase the root mean square error by a factor
of two. An analysis of the results obtained in Experi-
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Figure 4. (a) Group means of minimum SOA as a function of the angular difference in stimulus
orientation with displacement from the screen center, M, as the parameter. (b) Group means of
minimum SOA as a function of stimulus dispiacement from the screen center with angular differ-
ence in orientation between the stimuli (V) as the parameter. Straight lines vary In intercept, and
siopes are proportional to sin(V12).



ment 1 yields a = 86 msec - 20, b = 1.59 msec/deg-
.25, and c = 32.41 msec/cm-6.0. Analysis of the
data obtained in Experiment 2 yields a = 129-18,
b = 2.18 msec/deg- .20, and c = 19.52 msec/cm
- 5.5. The estimate of c obtained from the data of
Experiment 2 may be less reliable due to the residual
departures between the hypothetical and empirical
outcomes for stimuli differing in orientation by
30 deg (see Figure 4b). The remaining differences in
parameter estimates of Experiment 1 and Experi-
ment 2 may be due to differences in the stimulus
conditions of the two experiments. For example, in
Experiment I, stimulus size was constant but retinal
location varied. In Experiment 2, retinal location was
constant but stimulus size varied.

In order to obtain a third independent estimate of
the hypothetical parameters and to further test the
additivity implied in Equation 2, I performed the
following experiment in which stimulus location and
orientation were varied in an explicitly orthogonal
way.

Method
The method was identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2, except

as noted.
Stimuli. The prototype shape of the preceding experiments was

again used here. In a given trial, the stimulus pattern was alter-
nately presented in 2 of 8 screen locations and in 2 of 12 orienta-
tions differing from the standard upright by 0, 30, ... , or 330 deg
of positive rotation in the picture plane. The difference in angular
orientation between the two members of a pair, V, was 0, 30,
60, or 90 deg. The two members of a pair were symmetrically
displaced in opposite directions along a horizontal axis passing
through the center of the screen. The minimum linear distance
separating stimulus pair, D, was 0, 1.5, 3.0, or 4.5 cm. Figure 5
shows examples of the stimulus combinations. There were a total
of 180stimulus pairs which were randomly arranged and presented
in four blocks of 45 trials.
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Figure S. Examples of stimulus pair combinations created by
ortbogonal variation of two parameters: tbe distance separating
stimulus location and tbe angle separating stimulus orientation.

Subjects. Eleven individuals participated in this experiment, but
only eight were retained as subjects. Two individuals were ex-
cluded from the experiment because they reported that they did
not understand the criteria of rigid vs. nonrigid movement and
gave judgments that were excessively variable. The data from one
individual were not considered because she gave threshold values
that were twice as large as those obtained from all other subjects,
although her data were similar in all other respects. All par-
ticipants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, had had no
prior experience as subjects in perception experiments, and were
unaware of the purpose of the study.

ResultS and Discussion
Figure 6 shows the minimum SOA for the eight re-

tained subjects plotted as a function of the angular
difference in orientation of stimuli (V) with the mini-
mum linear distance separating stimuli (0) as the
parameter. The straight lines superimposed on the
data in Figure 6 are the predictions given by the ad-
ditivity hypothesis-namely,

Again, the parameter "a" represents the time to
begin visual transformations. The variables band
c represent rate-limiting constraints on rotation and
translation transformations, respectively. Using an
iterative curve-fitting procedure, I estimated a =
75 msec-14, b = .8 msec/deg- .24, and c = 28.76
msec/cm-5.5. The additivity hypothesis accounts
for approximately 930/0 of the variance. The root
mean square error between the predicted and ob-
served results is 8 msec.

The minimum SOA for apparent rigid movement
between two views of an object can be predicted in
terms of a function relating minimum SOA to the
linear distance separating the location of the object in
the two views and to the angle separating the orienta-
tion of the object in the two views. On the average,
the results depart from these predictions by only
8 msec. The results are explained on the assumption
that the subjective interpolation of a path connecting
two views of a rigid object is constructed by two sep-
arate processes corresponding to internal transfor-
mations of rotation and translation of the object.
The hypothetical image transformations are con-
strained by separate velocity limits on movement of
the object as a whole: Perceptual rotation transfor-
mations are limited by a maximum angular velocity,
and translation transformations are limited by a
maximum linear velocity.

The additive structure of transformation times
may reflect the serial action of two separate processes
or the capacity limitations of two separate processes
when they occur in parallel. Bundesen, Larsen, and
Farrell (Note 2) suggested that apparent rotations and
apparent translations in depth were mediated by se-
quential alternation of two separate processes such
that small steps of rotation alternated with small
steps of translation. When the steps are very small,
the serial action of two separate processes will be in-
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Figure 6. Group means of minimum SoA as a function of the
angular difference in orientation between stimuli with minimum
linear distance between stimuli as the parameter.

distinguishable from the parallel action of two
capacity-limited processes. Thus, the order of trans-
formation is unresolved. However, the additivity of
transformation times suggests that the internal
process mediating long-range apparent movements
of rigid objects can be separated into two object-
based interpolative mechanisms corresponding to
rotations and translations of the object.

I report a series of experiments that investigate the
apparent interpolation of a path connecting two
views of an object differing in location and orienta-
tion. The results support the hypothesis that sub-
jective interpolation of movement over long distances
is constructed by two separate processes: a process
constrained by a limiting velocity of rectilinear ap-
parent translation of the object and a process con-
strained by a limiting velocity of angular apparent
rotation of the object. In Experiments 1 and 2, I rule
out alternative hypotheses that path interpolation is
constructed by a single process corresponding to
rotation of the image plane (constrained by an upper
bound on angular velocity) or translation of object
parts (constrained by an upper bound on linear
velocity). In Experiment 3, I show that breakdowns

in the apparent movement of a rigid object can be
predicted by the joint action of two separate inter-
polation processes constrained by the angular veloc-
ity of object rotation and the linear velocity of ob-
ject translation. The results support the conjecture
that long-range apparent movement is constructed by
two independent processes for interpolation of ro-
tation and translation.
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